STYLING DRAGON POMADE
This all natural pomade allows you to style and sculpt your hair with the most pure, natural
ingredients nature has to offer. Stronger than our Blood of the Dragon Styling Gel, Designed for
a mild to medium hold, this product conditions the hair while maintaining hold and definition.
The Styling Dragon Pomade produces smooth, soft and shiny finish, without making hair stiff or
crunchy. It also doesn't produce unseemly chemical flaking. It can be left in your hair overnight
without worry of damage to your scalp and hair. Perfect for laying down edges, controlling frizz,
and creating style, this pomade is great for any styling look.

Instructions
Scoop out a coin-sized amount into your hands and rub together until pomade is spread evenly
in your palms. Apply to hair using hands. Work down to the roots for shorter hair or wherever
desired with longer hair. Style with fingertips or a comb. For more precise styling, wet your
hands and style your hair. You can also add texture to your hair buy applying the pomade to
layers of your hair.
Proper Storage
Make sure your pomade is kept dry and tightly sealed. Due to the truly natural state of this
product, mold can occur if not properly sealed. Store in a cool, dry place. If too runny from a
warm environment, place it in the refrigerator to firm up once more. If too hard, scoop out
desired amount with a spoon and warm between your hands.

Words From the Hair Shaman
I have been in the hair care business for over thirty-seven years and have seen everything that
could possibly go wrong with a head of hair. Without question, the most damaging commercial
hair styling preparations on the market today are gels, mousses and sprays. The chemicals in
these products are entirely too powerful to be beneficial for healthy hair. In order to create the
severe look, they are loaded with polymers, benzaldehyde and a-terpineol, to name only a few
toxic compounds. Putting it on the hair, in the form of hair spray, for example, is no better than
applying a coat of paint.
Hair follicles, sweat and sebaceous glands are minute holes in the derma layer. Investigations
by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee found that structural factors of the skin
influence what chemicals may be absorbed into our bodies. The scalp has anywhere from
40,000 to 80,000 hair follicles and is an excellent medium for chemical absorption. These toxic
compounds that enter the body through the scalp and skin and can accumulate over time is
tissue and organs, such as the brain, causing chronically damaging effects.
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